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in the pa% ie., a sepamteLagrangian particle dispersion model.
This new model will solve

SUMMARY
We descrii a new atmospheric dispersion model behg
developed for the emergency response system of the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Atmosphaic Release Advkory
Capabid.ity(ARAc).This model solves the turbuler% advectiondtion
equation via a Lagrangian particle, Monte-Carlo
rmthod. WMin a simdatiom particles representing the pollutant
are moved through the domain using a random displacement
method to model the turbulent Wfusbn and a Runge-Kutta
. ‘Ikbottomboundmy iIIthCH
XW.hczdtomodeltheadvectm
model is a union of bsurfaces between gridded terrain
data rather than the discontinuous “stair step” repreaentadon of
terrain used previouslyin ARAC T%enew model accepts winds
ou (Z Y,G3 grids that can bCmn~y
ad V~*Y
*
and nested in the horizontal.
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where Z is the mean air concentration of the species,
;,;, and~are themean windcornponentsti the~y, andz
-m-dytistiq
dK=KYd
diffusivities for the three coordinate dtitions.

However, rather than solve the above E&rian equation
directly, the model solves the stochastic differential equations
thatdescrii the sameprocess within a Lagrangian framework
The equations describing the particle displacement in the tluee
coordinate directions are
(2)
& = &ft + (2K,)m~Y
dy = -d+

INTRODUCTION
&=

The Atmospheric Advisory Capability (ARK)
pmvids
~Lawrence tiVCCIWIT$ I’%tiond bb’-y

at

Supportfor accidental radiological releases
emrw=yl=w=
to the mmoaphm for U.S. ~nt
of Me=
~d theUs.
De@mentofEn=gY. ApofARAc’s*ortti
~ti
best service possible to its customers, it is designing and
implementing a complete new system called ARAC IJJ.‘his
paPPn*a-hk*tiARAC
III atmospheric
-Ion
model together with some earlyresults.
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MODEL DESCRIPTION

ARAC has decided to continue the methodology for
sosucc4ul
dispemion faecastm. gin ARAclIIthathasbeen

Kzmhedy

(2K#%fWr

(3)

ia+~t+(2Kz)%iwz (4)

where dlV’ are three independent random variates with zero
meanand variance dt. (Ukkn~tititidek
homogeneous in the horizontal x and y, directions.)
InasimuMion, theapecies ofin_k_ntibYa
large number of marker particles (fluid elements> each with a
specified species mass. ‘he stochasdc differential equations
above are integmted in time to calculate an independent
tmjecrqofeachparticle. The ensemble-mean concentration at
~tit-ti&d*
timtipficleltiom*
time t and the species mass associated with each pmticle.
The firststep in any simulation is to generate the initial
particle positions and ckactens “ tics. In order to do this, the
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Figme 1.An x-z cmas section of the meteorological grid.

singIe meteorological grid with a Ax = Ay = 1 lam Figure 1
displaysa verdcal (x, z) .nas section of the mctcomlogical fyid
d~laying the gaded vertical resolution. The simulation is for
three beam fmm0800-llOU PDT using wind data sefa every 15
minutes. The wind data was pmccaaed through the ARAC III
diagnostic wind mndding ayatcm~
Figure 2 shews aplsn view of the instantaneous ~sition of
the particles at 0900 PDT, em hour into the simulation. W
figure ah

ahewa a 20 km x 20 km intarier region of the

~~@d@@m@mm~
100 m. The freest
krimntd reaeludco cmthe concentration grid is Ax = Ay = 0.1
km at the source. me low level winds during the fimt hew of
the ainndaden are very fight and variable and this is refktcd in
the bunching of ths particles near tie amuce.
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Figure 3. Plan view of the particle positions at 0930 PDT.
Figures3 and4 preamt the instantancou.sparticle positions
(plan view) at 0930 PDT, 1.5 hnura intn the simulation, and
1000 PDT, two hours into the simulation, rcapectively.
Bcgimdng at 0!N3 PDT, the low level wind d~tion steadied,
blowing southeastward along the coast with a cormapending
_
ill Sped. W k again rewakd in the panicle pesitiona
in the figures. ‘Rmparticles moving offshore have been mixed
up inte the prevailing north wind above 3113m AGL.
l@n’e 5 shows conteura of the sixmdated l-hour averaged
surface concenh’ationafor 1000-1100 PDT (1700-1800 UK)
overlaid en the model terrain contours. Alan, plotted are
repmaentative sampler valuca. (Note all values MOW 50 are
suspect due tn fugitive emissions.) The simulated plume
matches the generaf pattern of the measured valusa quite well.
Wldle the mevement eftbe phnne offshere cannet be vdt%d,
it is quite reaaomble in fight ef the observed effabere
component of the wind abeve 300 meters AGL.
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Figure 2. Plan view eftbe instantaneous particle @ens
at C900 PDT. Also shown are h concentration grid and
the terrain centeura every 100 m.
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4. Plan view of the particle peaitions at I(JM PDT.
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s&pler values for 1060-1100 PD~.
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